DIVISION MEMORANDUM
No. 290. 2018

TO: Chiefs- CID and SGOD
   Education Program Supervisors
   Public Schools District Supervisors
   Secondary School Heads (Public and Private)

ADDENDUM TO DIVISION MEMORANDUM NO. 278 s. 2018
(RS SCP QUALIFIERS)

1. In connection with the upcoming Division Cliniquing Workshop for Secondary RSPC Qualifiers on November 3-5, 2018, please be informed that the venue of the said live-in activity will be at the Queen Marcell Inn, San Isidro, Virac, Catanduanes.

2. Likewise, the following facilitators/coaches are requested to assist and serve as resource speakers in the different individual and group events during the workshop viz:

1. Ruel Fernandez /Shiel Rose Endencio – Science & Health Writing
2. German Tejada Jr. / Daisy Rose Tabinas – News Writing
3. Christine May Petajan/Pinky Talion – Copy Reading and HW
4. Lorraine Taule/Athena Mae Tabelin - Editorial Writing
5. Rosita Marino/ Lebeddie Rojas - Feature Writing
7. Alvin Vargas/ Paulo Gimenez – Editorial Cartooning
8. Ralph Vargas/Joanne Tanael - Photojournalism
9. Dave Tolentino/ Ricky Tid/Giselle Trapago/Catherine Lopez– Collaborative Desktop Publishing
10. Allan Benoy/Marjorie Timajo - Radio Broadcasting

3. Secondary school paper advisers and campus journalists are advised to report on November 3 at 8:00 in the morning at the venue. First meal is morning snack of November 3 while the last meal is afternoon snack of November 5, 2018.

4. Since November 3-4, 2018 falls on a Saturday and Sunday, two-day service credits shall be given to teachers and CTO/COC to supervisor in-charge in accordance to DepEd Order No. 53, s. 2003.

5. For immediate dissemination, guidance and compliance.

[Signature]
Socorro V. dela Rosa, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent

To be indicated in the Perpetual Index under the following subjects:
CLINIQUING- WORKSHOP  CAMPUS JOURNALISM
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